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Top Tips for
Crystal-Clear
Business Writing
Whether it's
waiting for
inspiration to
strike or not
knowing when to
shelve a project,
here are 14 common
writing mistakes
writers make and
how to fix them.

Westport Students Win
2021 NCTE
Achievement Award In
Writing
There are few things
more annoying than
writers who write about

writers who write about
writing. Whatever
writers write about they
always smugly believe
they are right, right?
Yes, I’m ...
With Scrivener 3 for Mac, writers
can keep their projects focused
and organized their way
One of your neighbors posted in
Arts & Entertainment. Click
through to read what they have to
say. (The views expressed in this
post are the author’s own.) ...
Ridgefield Writers Can Relieve
Stress Through Writing Classes
GROWTH OF ED-TECH There
is no doubt that in the 21st
century, ed-tech start-ups are
taking the world by storm.
University of St. Thomas
Announces a New Master
of Fine Arts Program in
Creative Writing
We’re living in the midst of
the Fourth Industrial
Revolution, a digital
revolution in which data and
content are proliferating at
unprecedented speed – an
information revolution

yielding ...
Vineyard creative
writing conference goes
virtual
Scrivener 3 for Mac is an
award-winning app used
by writing professionals
everywhere. Scrivener
helps you craft your first
draft from nascent to
completion.
The Moment All Hope Is
Lost: A Conversation with
Horror Writer Amanda
Headlee
writing hunched over the
kitchen table. Certainly you
can see how isolating
yourself in a small, isolated
space designed exclusively
for the execution of your
craft — eliminating
distractions ...
Slightly Off Center: Writing
about writing
The Martha’s Vineyard
Institute of Creative
Writing’s summer
conference will be virtual
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again this summer, giving it a
degree of outreach that is
already generating global
attention to what may be one
...
Outgoing Executive Director
Reflects On A Quarter-
Century At Pittsburgh's
Contemporary Craft
University of St. Thomas
announces its newest
program, the first of its kind
and one that seeks to
transform the life and spirit
of contemporary literature.
With the founding of its
Master of Fine ...
What's in a Page: Ailsa
McFarlane on the charged
moments of her debut
Highway Blue
Craft Beer Cellars on
Gaston Avenue is a beer
lovers’ playground. This
small spot opened in 2016 a
few years into the local craft
beer boom. Owner Jim
Waskow spent a career in
the paint industry and ...
14 Common Writing
Mistakes Writers Make (and
How to Fix Them)
Memorial Day will be
observed May 31 – honoring
the men and women who
have died while serving in
the military. Citizens across
the land will memorialize the
veterans who made the
ultimate sacrifice ...
Writers’ series: The
Summer of Sixty-Nine
Transitioning from writing
about spirits to actually
creating them involves a steep
learning curve and lots of hard

work. These booze writers are
making it happen.

Helen Mirren, Anthony
Mackie and Constance
Wu are among the stars
of Amazon’s “Solos” that
make you forget you’re
watching TV.
Meet the Two Doulas Who
Wrote a Children's Book
About Abortion
The Writers Notebook Craft
Essays
The Story of Monomousumi
Services- A Promising Start-
up Glorifying the Writing
Experience
The road trip novel is a
literary trope as old as time,
but you've never read a
road trip novel like Ailsa
McFarlane's Highway Blue.
The conceit is also one the
author knows personally:
She left ...
WD Presents: Science Fiction
& Fantasy Virtual Conference,
Getting Started in Writing, and
more!
Carly Maines kept seeing the
same problem at work. An
abortion doula, she noticed
that many of her clients had
children in the waiting room
while having their procedures,
or talked about having kids ...
The Writers Notebook Craft
Essays
Four Staples High School
students have been selected
for a 2021 Certificate of
Superior Achievement Award
in Writing.
These Drinks Writers
Started Their Own Spirits

Brands
Shortly after Jacqueline
Schafer entered the
courtroom for the final
hearing in an asylum case
that she was litigating
several years ago, she
sensed that the judge was
not sympathetic to the
claims of ...
‘Solos’ is a veritable who’s
who of actors. Here’s why it
needed ‘true masters of the
craft.’
An interview with veteran
arts administrator Janet
McCall, who is leaving
Contemporary Craft after
more than two decades at
the helm.
New AI-powered legal
writing tool aims to help
lawyers craft winning briefs
I’ve had the great pleasure to
work with horror writer
Amanda Headlee on the
release of her very creepy
debut novel, Till We Become
Monsters. Amanda herself is
very not creepy (even if by her
own ...
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